An eye on the conservation of the wildlife in the Sahara and in the Sahel

The biannual publication of the Sahara Conservation Fund, only organization dedicated uniquely to the biodiversity of the Sahara and the Sahel
This issue of Sandscript is largely dedicated to the dama gazelle, as you can see from the majestic aerial cover photo taken by Marc Dethier, our Project Oryx leader in Chad. It captures a small group of these graceful creatures dashing through the OROAGR. The focus of this issue of Sandscript also stems from the redoubled efforts of the SCF and its partners to save the species. With the situation growing ever more dire, we launched a high-risk rescue mission in February to bring some isolated individuals in the Manga region of Chad to safety, in accordance with recommendations from the Dama gazelle conservation strategy 2019-2028 (Al Ain Zoo, IUCN/SSC ASG & RZSS, 2019). The team conveyed three dama gazelles safely to the OROAGR, and on the way back even managed to capture a male of the same species in the reserve and add him to the group.

Though this mission can be counted as a success, we unfortunately had to mourn the loss of two dama gazelles a few weeks later. This heartbreaking setback arose from a sudden deterioration in the health of the animals coupled with a lack of available veterinary specialists due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We remain hopeful that the population will rebound and preserve some of their wild genes, thanks to the good physical condition of the remaining breeding pair.

We would, however, like to acknowledge the outstanding work of our partners in the successful rescue mission. This 27th issue of Sandscript features a two-part article commemorating these accomplishments. As the story will show these missions take detailed planning, smooth collaboration, and meticulous attention to every action.

In Niger, intensive research is currently underway on the dama gazelle micropopulation in the Aïr mountains, on Mount Takoloukouzet. In this issue, we are delighted to share this exciting news with you. The Ouadi Rimé-Ouadi Achim Game Reserve (OROAGR) in Chad continues to acquire new species thanks to the SCF’s local oryx and OROAP projects. After welcoming the scimitar-horned oryx and addax, in the spring of 2020 the reserve managed to obtain some North African ostriches – a species with very few members left in the wild. We will return to the story of this vital and amazing new development for the OROAGR.

Finally, this issue catches up with the eight West African giraffes reintroduced to the Gadabeji Biosphere Reserve in Niger. Their small group is doing well overall and may even add new members soon.

Happy reading!

Developing a Capture Plan

For years, the Dama gazelle (Nanger dama) has been of great concern to the International Conservation Community and now stands at the brink of extinction. Given the urgency, the Sahara Conservation Fund (SCF) mobilized a team of national and international experts in late January 2020 to successfully rescue a few of the remotest and least protected Dama gazelles in the wild, but also most genetically diverse known to science. Welcome behind the scenes of this unprecedented species survival operation – a story SCF is extremely happy to share from our partners’ perspective, who played a pivotal role in this achievement.

In May 2019, Dr. Pete Morkel, a renown, experienced, wildlife capture veterinarian from Namibia, traveled to the U.S. with the aim of establishing capture and holding protocols for damas. This effort focused on learning from dama facilities in Texas that have a proven track record of raising and capturing damas in a large landscape setting. The first portion of this trip was spent at Fossil Rim Wild-life Center. In addition to learning current protocols from the staff at Fossil Rim, discussions were held about the overall project structure and plan, and the various options for keeping the animals calm during the transport to their destination in the Ouadi Rimé - Ouadi Achim Game Reserve (OROAGR).

Following the visit to Fossil Rim, Dr. Morkel and Gavin Livingston visited five Texas ranches (Steve Forrest Ranch, Natural Bridge Wildlife Ranch, Austin Savanna, Cross Bar C Ranch, and Safari Enterprises) that are members of the Source Population Alliance, one of SCF’s partners. Ranches were selected that maintain and capture damas in large areas that would simulate conditions similar to those in Chad. They recommended the use of helicopters to dart dama as the most practical option in Chad. Additional advice and insights were sought from exotic hoofstock veterinarian, Dr. Pat O’Neil of Pedernales Veterinary Center.

Dr. Morkel returned to the U.S. in August 2019 and spent a couple of days with the team at White Oak Conservation. During this time, Dr. Scott Citino helped refine the protocols that would be utilized in this mission. The team gathered all the information learned and synthesized it into a report with recommendations for the capture process and post-capture care. This report would later be used as the framework for much of the capture mission in the Manga region of Chad.

An important part of determining the appropriate sedation protocol to use was performing a sedation trial in a controlled setting. Since Fossil Rim held a number of dama gazelles in captivity, one of these animals would be utilized to test out the protocol prior to use in the wild. The animal chosen was sedated with the proposed protocol and monitored for five hours, with excellent results. The level of sedation achieved allowed for safe transport of an awake, but calm, gazelle without the need for a crate.
The Capture

It was clear that nothing could happen without a helicopter, pilot, and skilled capture specialist. Following unsuccessful research, SVS—Société de Voyages Sahariens, let us know that they had a client that wanted to utilize a helicopter in Northern Chad, and there was a potential that we could use the helicopter as well. The pilot, Hoho Andrew, was experienced with animal capture, and did an excellent job. The fixed wing was also a challenge early on, but ultimately MAF (Mission Aviation Fellowship) came through with a Cessna 182 that proved extremely useful.

As part of the mission preparation, Noé Conservation recruited nomads and herders to report any dama activities in their area. This precious information was mapped by Tim Wacher, allowing the helicopter to then survey specific, identified hot zones. When the ground team was on confirmed fresh tracks, the helicopter, with our team onboard, went in to dart the dama. We found a group of four gazelles and darted three of them in a few minutes. The fourth one broke away and we could not follow her as the three darted ones were starting to show signs of the anesthesia. They went down within five minutes post darting. We managed to load and bring back to base camp all three damas within 2 hours. Once at base, they were reversed from the anesthetic, tranquilized, and placed in dark crates.

About 36 hours later, we handled the damas carefully out of the crates in order to blindfold, hobble, tranquilize, place an intravenous line, and load them for a 2-hour flight to OROAGRI’s boma when the Manga dama arrived in OROAGRI, it was decided to capture an adult male from the protected area and place him in the same boma. The ground crew found a herd of 12 damas and identified a suitable male, then called in the helicopter to dart him and bring him back to the boma. Once all in the boma, the damas showed very good signs of adaption within a few days, eating, drinking and even mating (as observed by camera traps).

Now that the Manga females are in OROAGRI, they will have the opportunity to breed with the male captured from the reserve and produce offspring that will preserve the genetics of some of the most genetically diverse dama still remaining on earth.

This mission has shown the value of visionary thinking and having the fortitude to accept the high level of risk involved in an undertaking of this kind. The participants were from all over the globe—United Arab Emirates, Chad, France, South Africa, England, Namibia, Kenya, and the United States. Everyone had special skills necessary to make the project work, and no people or animals were injured. The pilots, capture specialists, vets, animal care team, organizers, laborers, cooks, mechanics, outfitters, and every person involved in the capture were critical and worked very well as a team. To work in such remote areas, to get all the experts and knowledge together, and to succeed in bringing the most endangered gazelle to safety is an incredible achievement.

The operation took place in January with the strong support of the Chadian authorities. It was conducted with the use of a ground crew, light aircraft and helicopters. The team of this vitally important initiative was composed of staff members from the department Chadian Wildlife Service, the Abu Dhabi Environment Agency, the Zoological Society of London, the Fossil Rim Wildlife Center, the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute, the Gulf Breeze Zoo, and Noé Conservation. The capture of individuals from the Manga was also the highest priority under the Dama Gazelle Conservation Strategy 2019-2028 (Al Ain Zoo, IUCN/SSC ASG & RZSS, 2019). SCF is extremely grateful as well to the Segré Foundation, Rewild and the Zoological Society of London for their support.

Photos: Left page © Julie Swenson / Fossil Rim Wildlife Center; Right page top right corner © Tim Wacher / Zoological Society of London; upper left corner © Julie Swenson / Fossil Rim Wildlife Center; lower photos © John Newby / Sahara Conservation Fund.

These few photographs show how much good coordination was required for the ground and helicopter teams, as well as careful and expert handling of animals, patience and precision.
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I am passionate about wildlife. I did a shadowing internship in the Termit and Tin-Toumma National Nature Reserve a few years ago. That is when I really became aware that the dama gazelle was disappearing from the wild. I started to think about the best way to use the data from the camera traps. Getting the most out of this kind of information will give us the best shot at saving the species.

The research I hope to conduct would produce more detailed descriptions and maps of the different dama gazelle habitats and identify the factors that influence their distribution. This could result in creation of a model and a redrawing of dama conservation areas.

In the Aïr and Ténéré National Nature Reserve. These shots (above and on the right) came from the SCF camera traps installed at Mount Takolokouzet in 2017. Uniquely, they show the species evolving, in the wild, in a mountainous habitat where it has taken refuge, but that is quite foreign to it — a clear sign of human pressures on its ecosystems.

In the Aïr and Ténéré National Nature Reserve.
In June of 2019, APN invited Willem Burger, a South Africa-based veterinarian specialising in ostrich breeding, to inspect the area in the Ennedi and draft recommendations on reintroduction of ostriches at this location. This veterinarian also visited the ostriches at Zakouma. Following these visits, APN presented an ostrich reintroduction strategy for the Ennedi at a meeting of the teams from APN Ennedi, APN Zakouma, and SCF, just before the ostrich workshop. It was decided that members from APN Ennedi and SCF teams in Chad would go to South Africa to receive training from Willem Burger in ostrich chick handling, nutrition, certain care tasks, and the necessary watering.

Therefore, in October of 2019 in South Africa, I learned how to catch ostrich chicks, teach them to peck grain, and encourage them to drink. The first few months of an ostrich chick’s life involve continuous learning and demand the constant presence of its mother, or in her absence, the breeder. At that time, we also realised the importance of the right diet, with various special amino acids, and we set out to find the necessary ingredients. After some back and forth between a Chadian veterinarian and South African nutritionists, we successfully perfected the right mix of locally available nutrients. To facilitate our task, we imported a millet grinder from Niger, with the help of our colleague Mainounatou Ibrahim, as the sorghum grinders used in Chad have proven too weak for our needs.

SCF’s activities in Chad include reintroduction of the North African ostrich to the OROAGR, as part of both the Oryx and Poroa Projects (Phase 2). The two teams launched a joint operation, supported by expert advice from the technical partners from both projects. 2019 saw discussions on the strategy and subsequent action plan, in what is now known as the ‘Ostrich’ Workshop at this workshop, the partners, in particular the African Parks Network (APN) – the organisation that operates in the parks in question, and APN’s associate – explored the idea of relocating North African ostriches from Zakouma National Park in the south of Chad to the Ennedi and OROAGR in the north and centre of the country. APN wants to reintroduce the species into the Ennedi, and SCF hopes to accomplish the same at the reserve. This could soon give Chad a relatively abundant national ostrich population.

Special pens were set up in OROAGR. We planted alfalfa over half of the enclosure to stimulate the chicks – they must stay active to strengthen their legs as they grow. Next, the Zakouma team quickly contacted us for the first ostrich chick transfer. In four trips completed over the first few weeks of 2020, we delivered a total of 34 ostrich chicks: 16 to Ennedi and 18 to OROAGR. The plane flew from Zakouma to the runway prepared at OROAGR, near the oryx base camp. The next day, the animals least worn out and stressed from the journey were selected for transport to Ennedi. All necessary precautions were thoroughly understood and strictly applied, with support from Willem Burger, who monitored operations to ensure optimal health and well-being for the animals. Transporting these chicks was a delicate operation, but thanks to the precautions taken and expertise applied, we succeeded in completing the journey with a low mortality rate.

Today, the ostriches are in top form. The exact conditions for their release are still under study. SCF and APN remain in contact with relevant experts to iron out all of the details for the operation, and the two groups are actively collaborating to maximise the chances of a successful reintroduction of North African ostriches to central and northern Chad.

NEW INHABITANTS OF THE OUADI RIMÉ-OUADI ACHIM GAME RESERVE. The ostriches brought as very young chicks from Zakouma National Park in southern Chad are now living at the oryx reintroduction project site.

Ostriches in the OROAGR

SCF’s activities in Chad include reintroduction of the North African ostrich to the OROAGR, as part of both the Oryx and Poroa Projects (Phase 2). The two teams launched a joint operation, supported by expert advice from the technical partners from both projects. 2019 saw discussions on the strategy and subsequent action plan, in what is now known as the ‘Ostrich’ Workshop at this workshop, the partners, in particular the African Parks Network (APN) – the organisation that operates in the parks in question, and APN’s associate – explored the idea of relocating North African ostriches from Zakouma National Park in the south of Chad to the Ennedi and OROAGR in the north and centre of the country. APN wants to reintroduce the species into the Ennedi, and SCF hopes to accomplish the same at the reserve. This could soon give Chad a relatively abundant national ostrich population.

In June of 2019, APN invited Willem Burger, a South Africa-based veterinarian specialising in ostrich breeding, to inspect the area in the Ennedi and draft recommendations on reintroduction of ostriches at this location. This veterinarian also visited the ostriches at Zakouma. Following these visits, APN presented an ostrich reintroduction strategy for the Ennedi at a meeting of the teams from APN Ennedi, APN Zakouma, and SCF, just before the ostrich workshop. It was decided that members from APN Ennedi and SCF teams in Chad would go to South Africa to receive training from Willem Burger in ostrich chick handling, nutrition, certain care tasks, and the necessary watering.

Therefore, in October of 2019 in South Africa, I learned how to catch ostrich chicks, teach them to peck grain, and encourage them to drink. The first few months of an ostrich chick’s life involve continuous learning and demand the constant presence of its mother, or in her absence, the breeder. At that time, we also realised the importance of the right diet, with various special amino acids, and we set out to find the necessary ingredients. After some back and forth between a Chadian veterinarian and South African nutritionists, we successfully perfected the right mix of locally available nutrients. To facilitate our task, we imported a millet grinder from Niger, with the help of our colleague Mainounatou Ibrahim, as the sorghum grinders used in Chad have proven too weak for our needs.

Special pens were set up in OROAGR. We planted alfalfa over half of the enclosure to stimulate the chicks – they must stay active to strengthen their legs as they grow. Next, the Zakouma team quickly contacted us for the first ostrich chick transfer. In four trips completed over the first few weeks of 2020, we delivered a total of 34 ostrich chicks: 16 to Ennedi and 18 to OROAGR. The plane flew from Zakouma to the runway prepared at OROAGR, near the oryx base camp. The next day, the animals least worn out and stressed from the journey were selected for transport to Ennedi. All necessary precautions were thoroughly understood and strictly applied, with support from Willem Burger, who monitored operations to ensure optimal health and well-being for the animals. Transporting these chicks was a delicate operation, but thanks to the precautions taken and expertise applied, we succeeded in completing the journey with a low mortality rate.

Today, the ostriches are in top form. The exact conditions for their release are still under study. SCF and APN remain in contact with relevant experts to iron out all of the details for the operation, and the two groups are actively collaborating to maximise the chances of a successful reintroduction of North African ostriches to central and northern Chad.

FROM REINTRODUCTION TO REWILDING. As the sun sets on the OROAGR, the North African ostrich chicks have already left a remarkable imprint on the landscape, recreating a picture once thought to be lost forever – species classified as extinct or endangered living together again in harmony.
At the request of the Government of Niger, and using the expertise of the Giraffe Conservation Foundation (GCF) and other international partners, and with the support of the Association for the Valorization of Ecotourism in Niger and the UNDP-funded Niger Fauna Corridor Project, eight animals, including five females and three males, were moved from the Kouré area to the Gadabeji Biosphere Reserve. Located in the Maradi region of central Niger, this area was home to giraffes until the early 1970s. In order to closely monitor these newly translocated giraffes, two community agents were recruited by GCF, in addition to those recruited by the Niger Fauna Corridor Project. They were trained to correctly identify each animal and study their behavior and movements using “Cybertracker” data collection software. The development of a dedicated data collection protocol permits optimal monitoring and reporting.

The eight translocated giraffes are gradually adapting to their new environment. Following their transport in two separate convoys, the giraffes quickly regrouped and now remain together most of the time. After a phase of exploration going beyond the limits of the core area of the reserve, the group now remain within the reserve, although a few journeys outside the reserve in search of better feeding have been noted.

In addition to monitoring the giraffes, the community agents also liaise with the local population to raise awareness for conservation and protection of the giraffes. In general, the local communities were in favor of the return of this emblematic species. Collaboration with the surrounding populations is good, with local people helping the community agents by sharing information on the giraffes’ position, for example.

So far, the translocation has been a real success. There are even positive signs of reproduction between one of the males and the oldest female.

Based on this success, another translocation to reinforce this embryonic satellite population is planned for late 2020. Stay tuned for more news!
How you can help

Until very recently, the silent crisis of extinction in the Sahara and the Sahel has been largely overlooked and underfunded by the international conservation community and aid agencies around the world. In 2004, a small group of committed individuals and institutions launched the Sahara Conservation Fund (SCF) in response to an urgent call to action: “If not us, then who will speak for Saharan wildlife?”

SCF is now leading a rapidly growing Sahelo-Saharan wildlife conservation movement to protect and restore a unique and exquisitely adapted assemblage of species, including addax, scimitar-horned oryx, Saharan cheetah, North African ostrich and dama gazelles.

As a fully registered NGO in the U.S and France, SCF relies on donations, grants and other funding from individuals, corporations and organizations to help drive its mission and to give voice to the Sahara and the plight of its wildlife.

We invite you to add your voice to the growing chorus calling for the protection and restoration of Sahelo-Saharan wildlife through your support of SCF.

TO DONATE TO SCF JUST SCAN THE QR CODE OR VISIT:

WWW.SAHARACONSERVATION.ORG/DONATE

If you would like to know more about our work and how to contribute to our projects, please do not hesitate to contact us. We would love to hear from you!

@SaharaCF
@Sahara_CF
Sahara Conservation Fund

SCF is grateful to John Newby, Gavin Livingston, Adam Eyres, Julie Swenson, Tim Wacher, Charlotte Mouel, Clot Pourcher, Abdisul Fazack Moussa Zabiiou, Marc Dethier, for their photos and contributions to this issue. Sandscript is edited internally by SCF. You can contact comms@saharaconservation.org for any comments and feedback (contact information above). We also would like to thank the growing chorus of supporters that gives us the precious support that makes our projects and their achievements so tangible.
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Launched in 2007, Sandscript has been bringing you news of the Sahara Conservation Fund and its projects for over a decade.

Since its inception, Sandscript articles have been written by the SCF team, their collaborators, and all those who, through their fieldwork, make the conservation of biodiversity a reality. Its primary purpose is to inform the public of our conservation activities in the Sahara and Sahel, to share relevant news items, but also to sensitize the reader to the beauty and richness of this region of the world. Over the years, Sandscript has gone beyond a simple informative role to provide original perspectives on poorly-known areas of Africa and their amazingly diverse, unique and threatened wildlife. It is thanks to its narrative style and its beautiful photos that the publication invites the reader, twice a year, to delve into this universe. Taking readers behind the scenes, Sandscript creates a new perspective on the fauna and flora of the Sahara and the Sahel and the efforts undertaken to ensure its survival.

We are sincerely grateful to all those who have helped make Sandscript one of the first and finest sources of information on the unique but neglected wildlife of the Sahara and the Sahel.

To accompany and complement Sandscript with brief news items, an e-newsletter is also available. Subscribe online at www.saharaconservation.org.

SCF’s mission is to conserve the wildlife of the Sahara and bordering Sahelian grasslands. To implement our mission, we forge partnerships between people, governments, the world zoo and scientific communities, international conventions, non-governmental organizations and donor agencies. A powerful network with a common goal – the conservation of deserts and their unique natural and cultural heritage.